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Use the following sections of our textbook to answer the questions listed below. For each question, write both the answer to the question and the page number where it was found.

- Contents (iv-xi)
- Introduction (xii-xvii) (you should read this one through)
- Pronunciation of Latin (287)
- Latin to English Vocabulary (289)
- English to Latin Vocabulary (301)
- Index of Grammar (313-314)
- Index of Cultural Information (315-318)
- Timeline (inside back cover).

1. **Contents:** What chapter contains the story “Why is Sextus a Pest?”

2. **Introduction:** What is the English translation of the title *Ecce Romani?*

3. **Introduction:** Why are such modern languages as Spanish, French, and Italian called “romance languages”?

4. **Introduction:** What is the name of the port town nearest Rome?

5. **Introduction:** Which country was farthest north in the Roman Empire, 80 AD?

6. **Pronunciation:** What two letters of the English alphabet are missing in the Latin alphabet?

7. **Latin to English Vocabulary:** What is the English translation of the Latin word *pecunia?*

8. **English to Latin Vocabulary:** How do you say ‘Thank you” in Latin?

9. **Index of Grammar:** On what page does our textbook first discuss the term “declensions”?

10. **Index of Cultural Information:** What was the *cloaca maxima?*

11. **Timeline:** On what date was Rome founded?